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there is no error in the matter which comes first. Or it mairmrke a great difference,

In that case they are not arranged in a way that would give a wrong teaching, but

in the way that wo'lcL give a right one. I think that this whole concept is to my

mind one of the most important things in our relation to the 3ile.

And I think a great deal of unnecessary controversy and a great deal of misleading

of Christian people is due to the as3umption that they think the bide is inspired;

therefore on any particular question I can find the answer to that cuestion in

the 3ibe. You might say as to whether a person should wear glasses or not, what

Ices the 3il :ay on that? Well, I don't think the 3ible goes into that. I don't

think it does. Will the zzt return of the Lord be on Wednesday or on Thursday?

i cn't think the Bile tells us. Of ccurse, the ible specifically states th:.t

we don't know the c.iy x nor the our when it ±s going to be. W are specifically

told in t`at regard. 'hen it came to the first coming of christ there were mcny

thinks about it which were very specifically told in the Scripture and there were

other thin that were definitely not told and. they could have hunted it through

with a fine toothed comb for centuries and they never would have found the ans wer

to those thins wch were not revealed. I feel that way, for instance, ibout the

'.uestion of the time of the rapture. Will the rapture be before or after the

tribulation? The Scripture very clearly there is going to be a tribulation, and.

j very clearly that there is going to be a rapture. Anyone prei postr or a

mial must recognize that the Scripture teaches both of these things--both

a zi tribulation and a rapture are clearly taught. But what is the temporal

relationship of the two? Does the rapture come after the tribulation or does it

co'e before the tribulation? There is 1iite a bit of evidence to show that it

looks as if th' rapture comes before the tribulation. I know of o evidence what

ever to show that the rapture comes after the tribulation. That is, the arguments

I have heard to prove that the rapture comes after the tribulation has seemed to

me to try to show that the evidence deduced to show that His coming before is not

valid. If you prove that the evidence is nct valid that He cones 'oere, you are
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